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Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman
and customised to personal tastes and needs. Proud holders of
a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is
reinforced by a 10-year guarantee and a reputation for making
the most comfortable beds in the world.
S P E C I F I C AT I O N

DESIGN OPTIONS

The Alvescot mattress provides supportive comfort for the body, with cushioning
layers of responsibly sourced cotton and soft Solotex™.

We recommend pairing this mattress
with a firm edge, sprung divan base for
optimum comfort. Select a traditional
deep or modern shallow divan style with
a choice of feet.

The cotton is soft, breathable and responsibly sourced, ensuring continuous improvements
for the environment it grows in and the farming communities who produce it.
Containing over 2kg of pure British wool (per 150cm mattress) to wick away moisture
from the body and provide resilient comfort, all the wool is traceable to Red Tractor
assured farms.
This no-turn mattress features ReActivePro™ 6-turn pocket spring system with Triple
Edge Protection™ providing our best edge-to-edge support. Tailored with two rows
of genuine hand side stitching.
The breathable sleep surface, woven from sustainably sourced, unbleached cotton,
is naturally fire resistant without the use of traditional FR chemicals.

Choose a Hypnos headboard to crown
the bed, upholstered in a range of fabrics
to match the divan base and your interior,
creating a stunning bedroom centrepiece.

A proud member of the Better Cotton Initiative

Handmade in Britain
with a 10 year Guarantee
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Hypnos is proud
to be Carbon Neutral
100% sustainable
and recyclable

